Sledmere Primary School
Extended Learning Spring 2020

Year 6

Reading Tasks & Activities
1. Try to read every day and discuss your reading with an adult at home.
2. Complete reading comprehensions provided.
3. Read the adverts of houses for sale in your local newspaper. Choose
one that would appeal to your character. Explain why.
4. Make a crossword using characters’ names from a book as answers.
5. Give advice to a character through a problem page
6. Using your knowledge of VIPERS, can you write your own questions for
part of a book you are reading?
7. Draw and label a picture of where the story is set.
8. Pick a paragraph and write it in the future tense.
9. Choose a page and find examples of the four types of determiner.
10. Devise a new title for your book. Explain your thinking.
11. Read Theory (See your teacher for the username and password).

Writing Tasks & Activities (including project work & research)
1. Write a letter to Churchill.
2. Write a letter home- from a soldier’s point of view.
3. WW2 inspired poem.
4. A propaganda poster.
5. Choose a WW2 topic and create an information bookletevacuees/Homefront/soldiers/armed forces etc.
6. Letters from the Lighthouse- Write a missing person’s report for Sukie.
7. Letters from the Lighthouse narrative- Describing being part of a bomb
attack and the aftermath the next day.
8. Letters from the Lighthouse character profiles- For Mum, Sukie, Olive
and Cliff. Write a description of one of them.
9. Instructions for if the air raid siren goes off.
10. Write instructions to build an Anderson Shelter.

Number Tasks & Activities (number bonds and timetables)
Timetables- Use TT Rockstars.
Use MyMaths (see your teacher for the username and password).
Hit the Button.
See school website for Mathematics games.
Arithmetic tests.

Spellings

accommodate criticise individual relevant accompany curiosity interfere restaurant according
definite interrupt rhyme achieve desperate language rhythm aggressive determined leisure
sacrifice amateur develop lightening secretary ancient dictionary marvellous shoulder apparent
disastrous mischievous signature appreciate embarrass muscle sincere(ly) attached
environment necessary soldier available equip (-ed, - ment) neighbour stomach average
especially nuisance sufficient awkward exaggerate occupy suggest bargain excellent occur
symbol bruise existence opportunity system category explanation parliament temperature
cemetery familiar persuade thorough committee foreign physical twelfth communicate forty
prejudice variety community frequently privilege vegetable competition government
profession vehicle conscience guarantee programme yacht conscious harass pronunciation
controversy hindrance queue convenience identity recognise correspond immediate(ly)
recommend
Do you know what all of these words mean? Can you define these words? Can you
use these words in a sentence?
Free Resources https://www.twinkl.co.uk/offer - enter code UKTWINKLHELPS (free
access for a month)

